
Space for ideas.
Focus on the essentials.

Seminar



Inspiring history. 
Seminars at the Wilden Mann.

In order to be able to come up with new ideas, visions and a creative 
team spirit, you need tranquillity and the right setting. At the Wilden 
Mann you will find both. Our premises are the perfect place for you to 
withdraw. Not into isolation but into rooms steeped in history where 
some great ideas have been born and where people have engaged in 
discussion, negotiation and problem-solving for centuries. Feel the 
inspiration! 

All the necessary technology is available. And our service and kitchen 
teams will ensure you have everything you need. So this is the perfect 
venue for successful seminars, workshops and team events.
 



Seminar room

Häfligersaal



A hotel rich in character.  
The Wilden Mann.

The Wilden Mann is one of Lucerne’s most tradition-steeped hotels. The first written evidence of its  
existence dates back to 1517. At the time it was a pub, later a tavern: certainly not a refined place. That 
all changed in the 19th century. Conversions, extensions and renovations were carried out – always with 
a subtle sense of the aesthetic and the essential. The Wilden Mann became a really top-class address. 
When the floor and woodwork creak under your soles, you can sense its long history.

 
 

Each with its own distinct flair.  
Our rooms.

After a lively and perhaps strenuous seminar day, you will appreciate the privacy of your own hotel room. 
Every one of our rooms is different – each has its own personal touch. What they have in common is 
that they have been furnished with great attention to detail. You simply feel at ease here – the perfect 
place to switch off and relax. And the following morning you’ll be ready to launch into a new day full of 
vigour after an exquisite breakfast buffet.

Categories Number      Prices in CHF

Suite 1 380 bis 525

Junior Suiten 6 360 bis 490

Superior Double Rooms 20 310 bis 425

Classic Double Rooms 14 270 bis 360

Economy Single Rooms  7 165 bis 220

 
 

Our restaurants.  
Classic, hearty – and ever-changing.

With us you’ll enjoy excellent food – far removed from the hectic bustle of daily routine: at the Burg-
erstube or the Sauvage, in a setting of rustic charm or refined elegance. No matter which you opt for, our 
chef and his team can be relied on to serve dishes created with genuine skill and passion –  real culinary 
delights!



 
At a glance. 

Our premises.

Guest capacity Seminar seating Meeting Presentation U-shape
    with block table 

Spiegelsaal  40 26 90 48

Häfligersaal 12 22 28 –

Romantiksaal 12 16 – 20

Salon 1 8 8  – –

Sauvage. 
A gourmet experience in an elegant ambience.

The Sauvage is our gourmet restaurant. In a plea-
sant, refined setting we serve epicurean classics, 
flambéed at the table in true style. Or else we 
present surprisingly distinct interpretations of 
existing recipes. And all this with 14 Gault Millau 
points.

Burgerstube. 
Home-style cooking in an inviting, low-key 
setting.

The citizens of Lucerne would once raise their 
glasses to good business deals at the Burgerstube. 
Dark wood, with scrolls and bull’s-eye panes: the 
main parlour is furnished in neo-Gothic style. Here 
we serve traditional local dishes, prepared with 
great care and finesse.
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Seminar rate Meeting rate Daily rate

Seminar room
a plenary room including flipchart and pinboard

Additional technology such as digital projector, microphone 
and sound system on request

Lunch
Three-course business lunch

Mineral water and fruit basket 
in the conference hall

Coffee break 
Morning: mini-sandwiches and fruit
Afternoon: cake and fruit

  
 

  
 

  
 

Overnight accommodation with breakfast buffet
Single room with bathroom or shower

Overview. 
Our seminar rates.



Hotel Wilden Mann Luzern
Bahnhofstrasse 30 · 6003 Lucerne · Switzerland · T +41 41 210 16 66 · F +41 41 210 16 29 · mail@wilden-mann.ch · www.wilden-mann.ch

Our partner: Hotel Metropole Interlaken · www.metropole-interlaken.ch

A centuries-old spot. 
Our location.

The Wilden Mann is situated at the heart of 
Lucerne. On foot – just five minutes’ walk from 
the station, by car – not far from the motorway 
exit „Luzern Zentrum“, or else by bus: we’re easy 
to get to by various different routes.

Parking
The public multi-storey car park „Kesselturm“ is 
just 50 metres away.

Getting to us by public transport
We are just five minutes’ walk from the station: 
walk along the left bank of River Reuss and turn 
left after the Jesuit church. We are on the right-
hand side of the road about 150 metres further on.

Be our guest!
Telephone +41 41 210 16 66


